Neural network-based representations ("embeddings") have dramatically advanced natural language processing (NLP) tasks in the past few years. This certainly holds for clinical concept extraction, especially when combined with deep learning-based models. Recently, however, more advanced embedding methods and representations (e.g., ELMo, BERT) have further pushed the state-of-the-art in NLP. While these certainly improve clinical concept extraction as well, there are no commonly agreed upon best practices for how to integrate these representations for extracting concepts. The purpose of this study, then, is to explore the space of possible options in utilizing these new models, including comparing these to more traditional word embedding methods (word2vec, GloVe, fastText). We evaluate a battery of embedding methods on four clinical concept extraction corpora, explore effects of pre-training on extraction performance, and present an intuitive way to understand the semantic information encoded by advanced contextualized representations. Notably, we achieved new state-of-the-art performances across all four corpora.
Introduction
Concept extraction is the most common clinical natural language processing (NLP) task (Tang et al., 2013; Kundeti et al., 2016; Unanue et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018b) , and a precursor to downstream tasks such as relations (Rink et al., 2011) , frames (Gupta et al., 2018; Si and Roberts, 2018) , co-reference (Lee et al., 2011) , and phenotyping (Xu et al., 2011; Velupillai et al., 2018) . Corpora such as those from i2b2 (Uzuner et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2013; Stubbs et al., 2015) , ShARe/CLEF (Suominen et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 2014) , and SemEval (Pradhan et al., 2014; Elhadad et al., 2015; Bethard et al., 2016) act as eval-uation benchmarks and datasets for training machine learning (ML) models.
Meanwhile, neural network-based representations continue to advance nearly all areas of NLP, from question answering (Shen et al., 2017) to named entity recognition (Chang et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015; Habibi et al., 2017; Unanue et al., 2017; Florez et al., 2018 ) (a close analog of concept extraction). Recent advances in contextualized representations, including ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , have pushed performance even further. These have demonstrated that relatively simple downstream models using contextualized embeddings can outperform complex models (Seo et al., 2016) using embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) .
In this paper we aim to explore the potential impact these representations have on clinical concept extraction. Our contributions include:
1. An evaluation exploring numerous embedding methods: word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) , GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) , fast-Text (Bojanowski et al., 2016) , ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) , and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) .
2. An analysis covering four clinical concept corpora, demonstrating the generalizability of these methods.
3. A performance increase for clinical concept extraction that achieves state-of-the-art results on all four corpora.
4.
A demonstration of the effect of pre-training on clinical corpora versus larger open domain corpora, an important trade-off in clinical NLP (Roberts, 2016 
Background
This section introduces the theoretical knowledge that supports the shifts from word-level embeddings to contextualized embeddings.
Word Embedding Models
Word-level vector representation methods learn a real-valued vector to represent a single word. One of the most prominent methods for word-level representation is word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) . So far, word2vec has widely established its effectiveness for achieving state-of-the-art performances in a variety of clinical NLP tasks (Wang et al., 2018a) . GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) is another unsupervised learning approach to obtain a vector representation for single word. Unlike word2vec, GloVe is a statistical model that aggregates both a global matrix factorization and a local context window. The learning relies on dimensionality reduction on the co-occurrence count matrix based on how frequently a word appears in a context. fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) is also an established library that for word representations. Unlike word2vec and GloVe, fastText considers individual words as character n-grams. For instance, "cold" is made of the n-grams "c", "co", "col", "cold", "o", "ol", "old", "l", "ld", and "d". This approach enables handling of infrequent words that are not present in the training vocabulary, alleviating some out-of-vocabulary issues. However, the effectiveness of word-level representations is hindered by the limitation that they conflate all possible meanings of a word into a single representation and so the embedding is not adjusted to the surrounding context. In order to tackle these deficiencies, advanced approaches have attempted to directly model the word's context into the vector representation. Figure 1 illustrates this with the word "cold", where a traditional word embedding assigns all senses of the word "cold" with a single vector, whereas a contextualized representation varies the vector based on its meaning in context (e.g., cold temperature, medical symptom/condition, or an unfriendly disposition). Although the fictional figure is shown here, we attempt to display the vectors in real practice by clustering methods (Figure 3 ).
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) is one such deep contextualized word representation. Unlike the above traditional word embeddings that constitute a single vector for each word and the vector remains stable in downstream tasks, this contextualized word representation can capture the context information and dynamically alter the representation. At the training time, a language model is created from a large text corpus and learns the contextsensitive embeddings. The training step of learning this context-sensitive embeddings is known as the pre-training. After pre-training, the contextsensitive embedding of each word will be fed into the sentences for downstream tasks. The downstream task learns the shared weights of the inner state of pre-trained language model by optimizing the loss of downstream task.
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) is also a contextualized word representation model. Compared to ELMo, BERT is deeper in how it handles contextual information due to a deep bidirectional transformer for encoding sentences. Additionally, in terms of the strategy for how to incorporate these models into the downstream task, ELMo is a feature-based language representation while BERT is a fine-tuning approach. The featurebased strategy is similar to traditional word embedding methods that consider the embedding as the input feature of downstream task. The finetuning approach, on the other hand, adjusts the entire language model on the downstream task to achieve a task-specific architecture. So while ELMo may be incorporated into a downstream Bi-LSTM , BERT simply replace the downstream model. This fine-tuning strategy is more likely to make use of the encoded information in the pretrained language models.
Clinical Concept Extraction
Up to now, the most prominent model for clinical concept extraction is a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory with Conditional Random Field (Bi-LSTM CRF) architecture (Chalapathy et al., 2016; Habibi et al., 2017; Florez et al., 2018) . The bidirectional LSTM-based RNN captures both forward and backward information in the sentence and the CRF layer considers sequential output correlations in the decoding layer using the Viterbi algorithm. All components combine together to predict the entity labels for all words in the sentence.
Methods
In this paper, we consider both off-the-shelf embeddings from the open domain as well as pretraining clinical domain embeddings on clinical notes from MIMIC-III (Johnson et al., 2016) , which is a public database of Intensive Care Unit (ICU) patients.
For the traditional word embedding experiments, the static embeddings are fed into a Bi-LSTM CRF architecture. All words that occur at least five times in the corpus are included and infrequent words are denoted as UNK. To compensate for the loss due of those unknown words, character embeddings for each word are included.
For ELMo, the context-independent embeddings with trainable weights are used to form context-dependent embeddings, then fed the context-dependent embeddings into downstream task. Specifically, the context-dependent embedding is obtained through a low-dimensional projection and a highway connection after a stacked layer of a character-based Convolutional Neural Network (char-CNN) and a two-layer Bi-LSTM language model (bi-LM). Thus, the contextual word embedding is formed with a trainable aggregation of highly-connected bi-LM. Because the context-independent embeddings already consider representation of characters, it is not necessary to learn a character embedding input for the Bi-LSTM in concept extraction. Finally, the contextualized word embedding for each word is fed into the existing sequence labeling architecture, Bi-LSTM CRF, to predict the label for each token.
For BERT, both the BERT BASE and BERT LARGE off-the-shelf models are used with additional Bi-LSTM layers at the top of the BERT architecture, which we refer to as BERT BASE (General) and BERT LARGE (General), respectively. The models initiated from BERT BASE (General) and BERT LARGE (General) are fine-tuned on the downstream task. Because BERT integrates sufficient label-correlation information, the CRF layer is abandoned and only a Bi-LSTM architecture is used for sequence labeling. Additionally, two clinical domain embedding models are pre-trained on MIMIC-III, initiated from the BERT BASE and BERT LARGE checkpoints, which we refer to as BERT BASE (MIMIC) and BERT LARGE (MIMIC), respectively. (Uzuner et al., 2011) , the 2012 i2b2 challenge (Sun et al., 2013) , the SemEval 2014 Task 7 (Pradhan et al., 2014) and the SemEval 2015 Task 14 (Elhadad et al., 2015) . The descriptive statistics for the datasets are shown in For our experiments, we only focus on the concept extraction in four tasks. For the SemEval tasks, the disjoint entities are handled with "BIOHD" tagging schema (Tang et al., 2015) . The clinical embeddings are trained on MIMIC III (Johnson et al., 2016) , which consists of almost 2 million clinical notes. Notes that have an ERROR tag are first removed, ending up with 1,908,359 notes and 786,414,528 tokens and a vocabulary of size 712,286. All the unstructured clinical notes are preprocessing in the same way to split sentences and tokenize words. For pre-training traditional word embeddings, words are lowercased, as is standard practice. For pre-training ELMo and BERT, casing is preserved.
Experimental Setting

Concept Extraction
Concept extraction is based on the model proposed in Lample et al., (2016) , a Bi-LSTM CRF architecture. For all embedding methods, we use the same hyperparameters setting: hidden unit dimension at 512, dropout probability at 0.5, learning rate at 0.001, learning rate decay at 0.9, and Adam as the optimization algorithm. Early stopping of training is set to 5 epochs without improvement to prevent overfitting.
Pre-training of Clinical Embeddings
Across embedding methods, two different scenarios of pre-training are investigated and compared:
1. Off-the-shelf embeddings from the official release, referred to as the General model.
2. Pre-train on MIMIC-III to obtain clinical domain specific embedding, referred to as the MIMIC model.
In the first scenario, more details related to the embedding models are shown in in Table 2 . We also apply BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) , which is the most recent pre-trained model on biomedical literature initiated from BERT BASE . In the second scenario, we follow the instructions provided to preprocess MIMIC-III notes into required formats.
For word2vec, we adopt the pre-trained word2vev embedding model of clinical domain from our previous study (Roberts, 2016) , which concatenates 300 dimension embeddings pretrained from MIMIC-III, MEDLINE and WebMD. For GloVe, we apply most of the default settings: minimum count of word is 5, window size of 15, and iterations of 15, and increase the embedding size to 300 to match with the off-the-shelf GloVe embedding model. For fastText, the following parameters are set in pre-traing stage: embedding size of 300, 15 epochs, learning rate of 0.05, window size of 15 and minimum count of word is 5.
For ELMo, the hyperparameter setting for pretraining follows the default in Peters et al. (2018) . Specifically, a char-CNN embedding layer is applied with 16 dimensional character embeddings, filter widths of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] with respective [32, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 512] number of filters. After that, a two-layer Bi-LSTM with 4, 096 hidden units in each layer is added. The output of the final bi-LM language model is projected to 512 dimensions with a high-way connection. The total number of tokens in pre-training on MIMIC-III was 786, 414, 528. MIMIC-III was split into a training corpus (80%) for pre-training and a heldout testing corpus (20%) for evaluating perplexity. The pre-training step is performed on the training corpus for 10 epochs. The average perplexity on the testing corpus is 9.929.
For BERT, two clinical-domain models initial- ized from BERT BASE and BERT LARGE are pretrained. Unless specified, we follow the detailed instruction provided to set up the pre-training parameters, as other options are experimented and it has been concluded that this is a useful recipe when pre-training from their released model (e.g., poor model convergence). The vocabulary list consisting of 28,996 word-pieced tokens applied in BERT BASE and BERT LARGE are adopted. According to their paper, the performance on the downstream tasks decrease as the training steps increase; thus we decide to save the intermediate checkpoint (every 20,000 steps) and report the performance of intermediate models on the downstream task. The stopping checkpoints for BERT BASE (MIMIC) and BERT LARGE (MIMIC) are set at 0.6 million steps.
Fine-tuing BERT
Fine-tuning the BERT clinical model on the downstream task needs some detailed adjustments. First, the model is more likely to fall into a local minimum if the Bi-LSTM is randomly initialized.
To mitigate this problem, Xavier Initialization is performed on the weights of the Bi-LSTM output layer, namely set the weights initialized with a variance of the inverse of the hidden unit size. The early stopping technique is applied to prevent overfitting. Finally, the post-processing steps are conducted to align the BERT output with the concept gold standard, including handling truncated sentences and word-pieced tokenizations.
Evaluation
10% of the official training set are used to constitute the development set and the official test set are used to report the performances. The performances are calculated by precision, recall and Fmeasure for strict/exact matching. The pre-training BERT experiments are implemented in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016 ) on a NVidia Tesla V100 GPU (32G), other experiments are performed in TensorFlow on a NVIDIA Quadro M5000 (8G).
Results
Embedding Comparison
The performances on the test set between different embedding methods on four clinical concept extraction tasks are reported in Table 3 . The performance is evaluated in exact matching F-measure. In general, as for the same embedding method, embeddings pre-trained on clinical corpus performed better than those pre-trained on open domain corpus.
For i2b2 2010, the best performance is achieved by BERT LARGE (MIMIC) with an F-measure of 90.25. It improves the performance by 5.18 over the best performance of the traditional embeddings achieved by GloVe (MIMIC) with F measure of 85.07. As expected, both ELMo and BERT clinical embeddings outperform the off-the-shelf embeddings with relative increase up to 10%.
The best performance on the i2b2 2012 task is achieved by BERT LARGE (MIMIC) with an Fmeasure of 80.91 across all the methods. It increases F-measure by 5.64 over GloVe(MIMIC), which obtains the best score (75.27) among the traditional embedding methods. Not surprisingly, ELMo and BERT with pre-trained clinical corpus exceed the off-the-shelf open domain models. The most efficient model for SemEval 2014 task achieved an exact matching with F-measure of 80.74 by BERT LARGE (MIMIC). Notably, traditional embedding models pretrained on clinical corpus such as Glove(MIMIC) obtained a higher performance than contextual embedding model trained on open domain, namely ELMo(General).
For SemEval 2015 task, since the experiments are performed only in concept extraction, the mod-els are evaluated using the official evaluation script from SemEval 2014 task. Both tasks share the same proportion of training set, and SemEval 2015 task uses the 99 testing notes from SemEval 2014 task as the development set. The best performance on 2015 task is achieved by BERT LARGE (MIMIC) with an F-measure of 81.65 over the rest of the embedding models.
The detailed performance for each entity category including PROBLEM, TEST and TREAT-MENT on 2010 task is shown in Table 4 . At first glance, the three events have similar performance, yet TREATMENT gets slightly poorer results. This is reasonable considering different amount of samples in each category (# PROBLEM > # TREAT-MENT > # TEST). Table 5 shows the results for each event type on the 2012 task with embeddings pre-trained from MIMIC-III. Generally, the most improvement by contextualized-level representation over traditional embedding is achieved on the PROB-LEM type (BERT LARGE : 86.1, GloVe: 77.83). This is quite reasonable because in the actual clinical notes, certain types of diseases or conditions normally appear in certain types of surrounding context with similar grammar structures. Thus it is necessarily important to take advantage of contextualized representations to capture contextual information for that particular entity. OCCURRENCE has the lowest performance across all methods. It is assumed that OCCURRENCE is describing patients status in clinical notes and there is no obvious trend for this type of term. Table 5 : Performance of each label category with pretrained MIMIC models on 2012 task.
Efficiency of pre-trained clinical model
The efficiency of pre-trained ELMo and BERT models are investigated by reporting the loss during pre-training steps and by evaluating the intermediate checkpoints on downstream tasks. It is observed for both ELMo and BERT at their pre-training stages, the train perplexity or loss decreases as the steps increase, indicating that the language model is actually adapting to the clinical corpus. If there is no intervention to stop the pretraining process, it will lead to a very small number of loss value (more details in Supplement). However, this will bring to another common issue that the model might be overfitting on the training set. Using i2b2 2010 as the downstream task, the final performance at each intermediate checkpoint of the pre-trained model is shown in Figure 2 . Apparent trends appear in both pre-trained models. As the pre-training proceeds, the performance of the downstream task decreases after a certain number of iterations. ELMo(MIMIC) model has more obvious such trend and the performance remains stable despite of increasing pre-training steps (the maximum F-measure reaches 87.80 at step 280K).
BERT BASE (MIMIC) also has similar issues and the maximum F-measure is 89.55 at step 340K . In addition, BERT BASE (MIMIC) tends to be unsmooth at the beginning and the similar trend appears to be near the end. This overfitting problem is feasible to the actual situation, since the more steps pre-training on MIMIC-III, the more the pretrained model would lose its original information. We hope this is a takeaway lesson for the clinical NLP community when they intend to generate their own pre-trained model from a clinical corpus. This paper explores the effects of numerous embedding methods in four shared clinical concept extraction tasks. It is demonstrated the higher efficacy of domain-specific embedding models over open-domain embedding models. All types of embeddings enable consistent gains in concept extraction tasks when pre-trained on clinical domain corpus. Further, the contextualized embeddings outperform traditional embeddings in performance. Specifically, large improvments can be achieved by pre-training a deep language model from a large corpus, followed by a task-specific fine-tuning.
State-of-the-art Comparison
Among the four shared challenges of clinical concept extraction, the i2b2 2012 task report the partial matching F-measure as the organizers reported in Sun et al., (2013) and other three tasks report the exact matching F-measure. Currently, the state-of-the-art models in the i2b2 2010 challenges, the 2012 challenges, the Se-mEval 2014 task 7, and the Semeval 2015 Task 14 are reported with F-measure of 88.60 (Zhu et al., 2018) , 92.29 (Liu et al., 2017) , 80.3 (Tang et al., 2015) and 81.3 (Zhang et al., 2014) , respectively. With the most advanced language model representation method pre-trained on a large clinical corpus, namely BERT LARGE (MIMIC), we achieved new state-of-the-art performances across all tasks. BERT LARGE (MIMIC) outperform the state-of-the-art models on all four tasks with respective F-measures of 90.25, 93.18 (partial Fmeasure), 80.74, and 81.65.
Semantic Information from Contextual Embeddings
In addition, we attempt to explore the semantic information captured by contextualized representation and infer that the contextualized embedding can encode information that a single word vector fails to. We select 10 sentences from both web texts and clinical notes in which the word cold appears (The actual sentences can be found in Supplement). The embedding vectors of cold in 20 sentences from two embedding models, ELMo(General) and ELMo(MIMIC), were derived. That results in 20 vectors for the same word across two embeddings. For each embedding method, PCA clustering is performed to re-duce dimension of the large embedding size into 2 dimensions. PCA clustering is shown in Figure 3 . As expected, the vectors of cold generated by ELMo (MIMIC) are split into two groups, while the vectors from ELMo (General) are mixed. ELMo (MIMIC) is able to discriminate the different meanings of the word cold, specifically between temperature and symptom. The embedding vectors of a word in different sentences are not exactly the same, whereas depending in part on the surrounding context. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an analysis of different word embedding methods and investigate their effectiveness on four clinical concept extraction tasks. We compare between traditional word representation methods as well as the advanced contextualized representation methods. We also build pre-trained contextualized embeddings using large clinical corpus and compare the performance with off-the-shelf pre-trained models on open domain data. Primarily, the efficacy of contextualized embeddings over traditional word vector representations are highlighted by comparing the performances on clinical concept extractions. Contextualized embeddings also provide interesting semantic information that is not accounted for in traditional word representations. Further, our results highlight the benefits of embeddings through unsupervised learning on clinical text corpora, which achieve higher performance than off-the-shell embedding models across all tasks.
